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NOTES ON NEW BOOKS RECEIVED AT
SUPREME COURT LIBRARY*
Commentaries on the Law of Evidence. Six Volumes. By Burr W. Jones. Second
Edition by James M. Henderson, assisted by the Publishers' Editorial Staff. Ban-
croft-Whitney Co., San Francisco. This standard work is based upon the original
one-volume work by Professor Jones, published in 1896, which was favorably re-
ceived not only by the law profession but was adopted by a number of law schools
as a student text book and is now in its second "student edition". This is also the
second edition of the larger work, ably "prepared by James M. Henderson, as-
sisted by the Publishers' Editorial Staff". It is used as much as any other work
in the library on the subject, not excepting the scholarly treatise by Dean Wigmore
which is considered by many as incomparably superior. In this new edition, three
new chapters have been added; one concerns the evidentiary aspect of pleading;
another, experimental evidence, and the third deals with evidence wrongfully ob-
tained. The number of sections is increased from 904 to 2535, thus making the
section headings more specific guides to the cases. Practicing lawyers will find
this work practical and worth-while, especially since it "retains the thread of
Professor Jones' original work", as stated in the preface. It is, therefore, gener-
ally considered as authoritive, and the number of cases cited are double that in
the first edition. Also a separate table of cases, for quick reference purposes, is
to be found in the last volume, which contains, in addition, a complete index to
the six volumes.
Legal Periodicals. An important class of legal literature contained in the Supreme
Court Library are the legal periodicals. In these may be found a great mass of
material which is entertaining, instructive and useful in the practice of the law.
The rapidly increasing use of law periodicals in legal research, and the frequency
with which they are being cited, is probably due to the fact that a majority of
the present day law text books fall within that lowly division of books of the class
known as "text book digestsV. There are to be found in the leading periodicals
scholarly articles on legal subjects, by writers of high standing and recognized
ability, in which the principles involved are exhaustively treated, and authorities
cited for the benefit of the reader. Of particular interest to the Colorado-Bar is
"The Rocky Mountain Law Reviewl" edited and published by the University of
Colorado Law School, now in its third volume. This very excellent periodical
contains a variety of legal material, including extended analyses of important
decisions on legal subjects pertinent to this and neighboring jurisdictions. Al-
though "The Rocky Mountain Law ReviewY" is yet in its infancy there is very
reliable evidence here in the library that it is now considered by authorities in
that field as one of the highest ranking legal periodicals.
The value of all legal periodicals shelved in the Supreme Court Library is
greatly increased, and the search for articles dealing with any particular field of
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the law desired is made comparatively simple, by an up-to-date set of indices in five
bound volumes, which are supplemented by quarterly advance sheets, as follows:
"Index to Legal Periodicals", by Leonard A. Jones, complete thru 1897, two volumes;
Frank E. Chipman, 1898-1926, three volumes. In addition the Library contains
the new "Legal Periodical Digest", three volumes to date, published by the Com-
merce Clearing House, Inc., and receives the current numbers. As stated in the
preface, it is "A monthly digest of current articles involving research in alI law
periodicals published in the English language". The digest to law periodicals is
a valuable and useful adjunct to this class of material. Original articles may be
found in periodicals shelved in the library, or may be obtained from the publishers
if desired. Legal periodicals and current numbers (complete files except as in-
dicated) on file in the Supreme Court Library are as follows: American Law
Register; American Law Review; The Albany Law Journal; American Bar As-
sociation Journals; The American Law School Review (current numbers) ; Cen-
tral Law Journal; Columbia Law Review; Commercial Law League Journal
(1927 to date) ; Co pp's Land Owner (1874 to 1889) ; Criminal Law Magazine and
Reporter; Cornell Law Quarterly; Denver Bar Association Journal; Dicta; The
Green Bag; Harvard Law Review; Illinois Law Review; The Insurance Law
Journal; International Labor Review; Law Quarterly Review (published in Eng-
land) ; Journal of American Institute of Criminal Law and Criminology, Journal
of the American Judicature Society (current numbers) ; Law Notes; Michigan
Law Review; Pacific Coast Law Journal; Pennsylvania Law Review; State Gov-
ernment; Workmen's Compensation Law Journal, and Yale Law Journal (vol-
umes 25 to date).
